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Abstract. Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a multifaceted clinical syndrome characterized by the 
inability of the heart to pump blood effectively, leading to inadequate oxygen and nutrient delivery 
to the body tissues. Despite advancements in treatment strategies, including guideline-directed 
medical treatment (GDMT), end-stage CHF remains a significant cause of morbidity and mortality 
worldwide. Heart transplantation is considered to be the gold standard treatment of end stage CHF 
but constrained by the lack of organ donors, lengthening waitlists, and the negative side effects of 
lifelong immunosuppressive medications. Mechanical circulatory support (MCS) has emerged as 
a pivotal intervention for patients with end-stage CHF, serving as a bridge to recovery, 
transplantation, or destination therapy. The aim of this narrative review is to highlight the 
historical development of MCS, to assess the recent status of MCS device technology and discuss 
current challenges associated with complications of MCS that need to be solved in the future by 
device development. The history of MCS dates back to pioneering efforts in the 1960s, with 
significant progress in device development and utilization over decades. MCS devices, including 
left ventricular assist devices (LVADs), extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), and 
artificial hearts, play a crucial role in providing circulatory support to patients with end-stage CHF. 
Recent advancements in MCS technology aim to decrease the device size, enhance blood 
compatibility, reduce thrombo-embolic complications, and prolong device durability and battery 
life and improve physiological performance of MCS. Continued research and innovation are 
essential to address these challenges and improve outcomes in patients with end-stage CHF. 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a valuable tool in cardiovascular medicine to facilitate 
risk prediction, patient selection, and treatment optimization for MCS and heart transplantation. 
Despite these advancements, challenges persist in MCS device selection, resource allocation, and 
integration of AI into clinical practice. Continued research and innovation are essential to address 
these challenges and improve outcomes in patients with advanced heart failure. 
Keywords: biomedical, congestive heart failure, mechanical circulatory support, total artificial 
heart, heart transplantation, cardiovascular medicine, artificial intelligence. 

1. Introduction 

Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a complex clinical syndrome resulting from the heart's 
inefficiency in pumping blood adequately [1]. It is a progressive disease with multiple potential 
causes [2]. CHF leads to the heart's inability to meet the body tissues' oxygen and nutrient 
requirements [2]. The condition is often associated with substantial morbidity and mortality, 
especially when combined with atrial fibrillation [3]. Hemodynamic congestion is a common 
feature in both acute decompensated heart failure with preserved and reduced ejection fraction [4]. 
Heart failure associated with congestion is termed congestive heart failure (CHF) [5]. 

Even in emerging nations, the prevalence of CHF has been steadily rising, with a forecast 46 % 
increase between 2012 and 2030 as a result of population aging and the longevity of patients with 
cardiac and noncardiac illnesses [6].  

Treatment of CHF involves a multifaceted approach that includes medications and other 
therapies aimed at managing symptoms and improving the quality of life for individuals with this 
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condition. End-stage CHF is a serious and potentially life-threatening condition, but with proper 
care and treatment, symptoms can be effectively managed [7]. 

During the past half century, both the causes and treatment of heart failure have changed 
considerably [8]. Survival rates for patients with systolic heart failure have improved over the past 
20 years, although the prognosis for diastolic heart failure has not seen significant changes [9]. 
The prognosis for heart failure remains dismal, with a high mortality rate during the first year of 
diagnosis and a significant economic effect, despite improvements in medical therapy and a minor 
improvement in overall survival rates [10]. 

Despite marked improvements in CHF management over the past three decades, about 50 % 
of patients still die within five years of diagnosis, indicating that important pathogenic 
mechanisms are not fully addressed by current treatments [11]. Cardiac transplantation is currently 
the only effective treatment for end-stage CHF. However, numbers are constrained by the lack of 
organ donors, lengthening waitlists that increase mortality, and the negative side effects of lifelong 
immunosuppressive medications.  

Mechanical circulatory support (MCS) is a treatment used to support heart function in patients 
with end-stage CHF. By supporting blood circulation, MCS devices restore heart function and 
help the patient maintain vital functions [12]. These devices are designed to be used on a 
permanent basis, often while waiting for a heart transplant as a bridge to transplantation and as a 
final form of therapy. MCS can improve organ perfusion and function in patients with heart 
failure, improving quality of life and patient prognosis [12]. Therefore, MCS can also be used as 
a targeted therapy in patients who are not candidates for heart transplantation [13]. 

This narrative review aims to explore the historical course of MCS devices and to assess the 
current opportunities and challenges for a better application.  

2. The history and status of mechanical circulatory support (MCS) 

The National Institute of Health initiated its artificial heart program in 1964 to advance the 
development of both partial and complete cardiac replacement systems [14]. This initiative 
coincided with efforts in Cleveland and Texas to pioneer circulatory replacement systems. 
Notably, at Baylor University in Houston, Texas, William DeBakey performed the first human 
implantation of a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) in 1963 (Fig. 1), although the patient 
succumbed four days later [14]. In 1969, Denton Cooley sustained a human patient on support for 
64 hours before transplantation, but unfortunately, the patient passed away 32 hours 
post-transplant due to pneumonia [14]. Cooley’s pump, featuring two chambers and an external 
pneumatic driver, operated on the same principle as contemporary designs. Twelve years later, 
Cooley refined his pump and implanted a second artificial heart, a pneumatic dual-chambered 
Akutsu Total Artificial Heart (TAH), with the patient surviving 39 hours post-implant [14]. 

 
Fig. 1. Left ventricular assist device (LVAD), adapted from UCI Health [15], by BioRender.com (2023) 
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Public attention was first drawn to MCS with the successful implantation of the Jarvik-7 total 
artificial heart (TAH) (Fig. 2) in a patient in December 1982. The device marked a milestone in 
cardiac assistive technology, sparking further interest and development in the field. This was 
followed by the increasing usage of left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) in the 1990s to provide 
temporary support for patients as they awaited heart transplants [16].  

 
Fig. 2. Jarvik-7 total artificial heart [17] 

Recent studies have highlighted the importance of early MCS implantation in patients with 
cardiogenic shock, as initial vasopressor and inotropic therapies may not be sufficient to stabilize 
the patient’s condition [18]. The use of temporary circulatory support systems, including MCS 
devices, has increased significantly in recent years, despite being resource-intensive and 
associated with major complications [19]. 

In cases of acute circulatory collapse or fulminant myocarditis, MCS has been utilized to keep 
patients alive until intrinsic cardiac function recovers sufficiently to remove the support device 
[20]. For patients with acute dilated cardiomyopathy in the setting of suspected myocarditis, 
standard heart failure treatment combined with MCS has shown improvements in ventricular 
function and clinical status [21]. 

The development of MCS devices has been driven by the need to support patients with 
end-stage CHF as a bridge to cardiac transplantation, recovery, or as an alternative to 
transplantation [22]. The Interagency Registry for Mechanical Circulatory Support 
(INTERMACS) has played a crucial role in advancing the field by collecting data and enabling 
risk-adjusted outcomes measurement [23]. Over the years, there has been a rapid pace of 
development in MCS devices, with the goal of improving patient outcomes and providing 
effective circulatory support [24]. 

Various MCS devices, such as intra-aortic balloon pumps, Impella®, and extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation, have been utilized to provide circulatory support and act as a bridge to 
recovery, durable support, or cardiac transplantation [25]. These devices have been instrumental 
in managing conditions like cardiogenic shock due to myocarditis, where MCS may be required 
to bridge the patient to recovery or heart transplantation [26]. 

The evolution of ventricular assist devices (VADs) from first-generation pulsatile pumps to 
second- and third-generation continuous-flow devices has been driven by the need to overcome 
the limitations of early devices. First-generation VADs, with their pulsatile flow design, were 
characterized by being large, cumbersome, and noisy, leading to suboptimal outcomes primarily 
due to durability issues and technical challenges [27]. This prompted the development of second- 
and third-generation VADs, such as continuous-flow devices, which offered improvements in 
size, biocompatibility, durability, and effectiveness [28]. The transition to continuous-flow 
devices was further supported by the recognition of their enhanced durability, smaller sizes, and 
better survival rates compared to pulsatile-flow devices [29]. 

The pivotal Randomized Evaluation of Mechanical Assistance for the Treatment of Congestive 
Heart Failure (REMATCH) study, conducted in 2001, played a crucial role in establishing durable 
Mechanical Circulatory Support (MCS) as a permanent treatment option for patients with end-
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stage heart failure who were not eligible for heart transplantation. This study transformed the 
perception of MCS by demonstrating its potential as a long-term solution rather than just a 
temporary measure [30]. The REMATCH trial showed that first-generation ventricular assist 
devices (VADs) significantly improved patient survival rates and quality of life compared to those 
solely on medical therapy. However, it also underscored that these devices were associated with 
a notable number of adverse events [30]. 

Advancements in ventricular assist device technology have led to the transition from pulsatile-
flow VADs to continuous-flow left ventricular assist devices (CF-LVADs), which have enhanced 
device design and functionality [28]. These advancements have contributed to improving patient 
outcomes and quality of life in individuals with advanced heart failure [31]. Despite progress in 
device design, concerns such as thrombosis remain, emphasizing the necessity for ongoing 
research and innovation in the field of mechanical circulatory support [32]. 

The utilization of MCS devices, including VADs, has become increasingly prevalent in 
managing acute and chronic ventricular failure, highlighting the importance of these devices in 
modern cardiac care [33]. While VADs offer significant benefits in terms of patient survival and 
quality of life, they also pose challenges such as infections and thromboembolic events, 
necessitating continuous monitoring and management [34]. Additionally, the introduction of novel 
technologies like minimally invasive approaches for VAD implantation and innovative 
cannulation techniques reflects the ongoing efforts to enhance outcomes and reduce complications 
associated with these devices [35], [36]. 

3. Mechanical circulatory support (MCS) technology 

In clinical practice, percutaneous mechanical circulatory support devices like Impella®, 
Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) (Fig. 3), and TandemHeart™ have become 
valuable tools for providing hemodynamic support to patients [37]. These devices have shown 
effectiveness in improving outcomes for patients with cardiogenic shock and advanced heart 
failure [38]. Additionally, the use of continuous-flow left ventricular assist devices has 
demonstrated significant benefits in improving hemodynamic support and quality of life for 
patients awaiting heart transplantation [39]. 

The selection of mechanical circulatory support devices is crucial, especially in cases of severe 
biventricular failure. Options such as total artificial hearts, contemporary left ventricular assist 
devices (LVADs) coupled with right ventricular assist devices (RVADs), and biventricular assist 
devices have shown promise in managing such complex cases [40]. Furthermore, the use of 
mechanical circulatory support devices in acute myocardial infarction and cardiogenic shock has 
been supported by guidelines, highlighting their importance as adjunctive therapies [41]. 

 
Fig. 3. Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO), adapted  

from Soltes at al. [42] by BioRender.com (2023) 
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Classification of mechanical circulatory support devices (Fig. 4) encompasses a range of 
technologies designed to assist or replace heart function in patients with various cardiac 
conditions. These devices play a crucial role in supporting circulation and maintaining adequate 
perfusion. 

 
Fig. 4. Classification of mechanical circulatory support devices [43] 

Some of the key mechanical circulatory support devices include: 
1) BiVAD (Biventricular Assist Device): Provides support to both the left and right ventricles 

(Fig. 5). 
2) ECMO (Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation): Offers temporary support by 

oxygenating the blood outside the body. 
3) LVAD (Left Ventricular Assist Device): Supports the left ventricle's function. 
4) PVAD (Pulsatile Ventricular Assist Device): Aids in ventricular function through pulsatile 

support. 
5) RVAD (Right Ventricular Assist Device): Specifically supports the right ventricle. 
6) VAD (Ventricular Assist Device): Generally, refers to devices that assist one or both 

ventricles. 
Various specific devices fall under these categories, such as the BVS 5000 (ABIOMED Inc, 

USA), CentriMag™, EvaHeart®, HeartAssist5®, HeartMate II™, HeartWare™ HVAD, 
Impella®, Incor(Berlin Heart AG, Germany), Jarvik® 2000, Rotaflow (Maquet Holding BV & 
Co.), TandemHeart™, and VentriAssist (Ventracor, Ltd). These devices serve different purposes, 
from short-term circulatory support to long-term solutions like destination therapy or 
bridge-to-transplant [43]. 

The classification of Mechanical Circulatory Support (MCS) is crucial for understanding the 
disease state and guiding treatment strategies to enhance patient outcomes. One notable 
classification system is proposed by the Interagency Registry for Mechanically Assisted 
Circulatory Support (INTERMACS), which defines seven clinical profiles to evaluate disease 
status, risk of implantation of mechanical circulatory support devices (MCSDs), and the 
appropriate timing for intervention [44]. This classification system offers a convenient framework 
for characterizing the severity of heart failure in patients undergoing treatment with MCS. 

Third-generation LVADs, exemplified by devices like the HeartWare™ ventricular assist 
device (HVAD) and the HeartMate III, have introduced significant enhancements to mechanical 
circulatory support technology. The HVAD, with its centrifugal pump design, offered the potential 
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for less invasive intrapericardial implantation and demonstrated improved patient outcomes, 
including enhanced survival rates at one year and improved functional capacity and quality of life. 
Despite risks such as stroke, right heart failure, and sepsis, the HVAD was considered non-inferior 
to the HeartMate II™ and received FDA approval in 2012 [45]. 

 
Fig. 5. Biventricular Assist Device, Adapted from “Biventricular assist device (BiVAD)”  

by BioRender.com (2023) [46] 

The HeartMate™ III, the latest advancement in third-generation LVADs, features a centrifugal 
continuous flow design with a fully magnetically levitated impeller, eliminating contact points 
and reducing wear and tear. This device showcased impressive outcomes in the MOMENTUM 3 
study, notably eliminating the risk of pump thrombosis. The design of the HeartMate™ III, 
incorporating a relatively large impeller housing and automated rotational speed variation to create 
some degree of “pulsatility”, has shown superior results in terms of survival free from disabling 
stroke or the need for device replacement at two years post-implantation. The HeartMate™ III 
received CE Mark approval in 2015 [47]. 

Innovations in surgical techniques have proposed less invasive methods for HeartMate™ III 
implantation, preserving pericardial integrity and potentially reducing short-term procedural 
complications and long-term right heart failure. While these advancements represent significant 
progress in the field of mechanical circulatory support, further research is necessary to validate 
the potential benefits of these innovations [48]. 

The evolution of LVAD technology from first-generation devices to the current third-
generation devices like the HeartWare™ HVAD and HeartMate III underscores the continuous 
improvement in device design and patient outcomes. These advancements have the potential to 
enhance the quality of life and survival rates of individuals with advanced heart failure, 
highlighting the importance of ongoing research and innovation in the field of mechanical 
circulatory support. 

4. Total artificial heart technology 

Total Artificial Heart (TAH) technology represents a significant advancement in the field of 
mechanical circulatory support, offering a biventricular assist device that can serve as a bridge to 
transplant or as a destination therapy. The TAH has been studied for its effectiveness in managing 
heart failure patients and has shown promise in improving patient outcomes [49]. Third-generation 
TAHs, such as the HeartWare™ ventricular assist device (HVAD) and the HeartMate™ III, have 
introduced innovative features to enhance patient care. The HVAD, with its centrifugal pump 
design, allowed for less invasive intrapericardial implantation and demonstrated improved patient 
survival rates and quality of life. Despite associated risks like stroke and sepsis, the HVAD was 
considered non-inferior to other devices and received FDA approval [50]. The HeartMate™ III, 
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another third-generation TAH, features a centrifugal continuous flow design with a fully 
magnetically levitated impeller, reducing wear and tear and eliminating the risk of pump 
thrombosis. This device has shown superior outcomes in terms of survival and freedom from 
disabling stroke or device replacement, highlighting its potential as an advanced mechanical 
circulatory support option [51]. 

The SynCardia Systems, LLC, Total Artificial Heart (TAH) is a groundbreaking mechanical 
circulatory support device that has received FDA [52]. Developed in Tucson, Arizona, this 
innovative technology consists of four chambers, four tilting disc valves, and cannulas connected 
to an external pneumatic driver to mimic the pulsatile flow of a natural heart. The SynCardia 
Systems, LLC, TAH has played a pivotal role in offering biventricular support and has been 
sanctioned as a bridge-to-transplant strategy in multiple regions, including Canada, the United 
States, and Europe [53]. This device has proven to be effective in managing heart failure patients, 
providing a viable option for individuals awaiting heart transplantation. 

One of the distinctive features of the SynCardia Systems, LLC, TAH is its flexible 
polyurethane ventricles. This flexibility provides surgeons greater freedom during implantation, 
enabling a more suitable fit for individual patients. The design involves an expandable 
polyurethane diaphragm that separates the chambers carrying blood from those filled with air. The 
external pneumatic drivers are the engine of this device. They generate pneumatic pulses that 
inflate the expandable diaphragms and displace the volume inside the ventricles. This process 
causes blood to be ejected into the pulmonary and systemic circulatory systems, emulating the 
function of a biological heart. 

The SynCardia Systems, LLC, Total Artificial Heart (TAH) has had a significant impact in the 
field of mechanical circulatory support, with over 1300 implants globally. In North America, 373 
artificial heart implants have been documented in the INTERMACS database, a registry of data 
for adults who have received mechanical circulatory support devices due to heart failure. For 
patients under 19 years old dependent on mechanical circulatory support, the PEDIMACS 
registry, the pediatric portion of INTERMACS, reports that 2 % are TAH recipients [52]. The 
SynCardia TAH has been a pivotal device in providing biventricular support and has been utilized 
as a bridge-to-transplant strategy in various regions worldwide. This device has demonstrated 
effectiveness in managing heart failure patients, offering a viable option for individuals awaiting 
heart transplantation [53]. 

The continuous evolution and utilization of the SynCardia Systems, LLC, TAH underscore its 
importance in improving patient care and outcomes, particularly for those with severe 
biventricular heart failure. The device’s ability to provide comprehensive circulatory support by 
replacing both ventricles and cardiac valves has significantly contributed to enhancing patient 
outcomes and serving as a bridge to heart transplantation for individuals with end-stage heart 
failure [54]. 

The Carmat Total Artificial Heart (TAH), with a unique design called Aeson® that combines 
prosthetic components with bovine parts, was developed by CARMAT in France. This innovative 
device comprises two chambers that separate hydraulic fluid from blood using flexible bio 
membranes. The hydraulic fluid generates force to propel the blood, while the bovine pericardium 
used in the membrane that interfaces with the blood enhances biocompatibility. However, 
concerns about mechanical durability have been raised [55]. The Carmat TAH system incorporates 
a self-modulating feature that adjusts cardiac output based on the patient's activity level, providing 
a personalized response to varying physiological demands. Clinical trials of the device have shown 
promising results, with the first patient surviving for 75 days in December 2013 [56]. The 
development of the Carmat TAH was spearheaded by Dr. Alain Carpentier, a renowned French 
surgeon recognized as a pioneer in modern mitral valve repair [57]. 

While the Carmat TAH demonstrates reduced platelet adhesion and blood cell deposition on 
the membrane, the use of bovine pericardium raises concerns regarding mechanical durability. 
The system’s ability to modulate cardiac output based on the patient's activity level represents a 
significant advancement in TAH technology, offering a more adaptive and responsive approach 
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to circulatory support. 
The BiVACOR® Total Artificial Heart (TAH) developed by BiVACOR® in Houston, Texas, 

represents a significant advancement in mechanical circulatory support technology. This 
innovative device is a centrifugal flow pump capable of delivering up to 12 L/min of cardiac 
output while featuring just two moving parts: an internal axial rotor that is entirely magnetically 
suspended to withstand wear and tear. The BiVACOR® TAH is designed to automatically respond 
to and adapt to the continuously changing flow requirements of the human body. Both in-vitro 
and in-vivo investigations have demonstrated that the device can operate with pulsatile flow 
dynamics, showcasing its adaptability and effectiveness [58]. One of the key distinguishing 
features of the BiVACOR® TAH is its compact size, enabling its use in both adults and children 
without the need for separate versions. This versatility makes the BiVACOR® TAH a promising 
option for a wide range of patients with end-stage heart failure. The device's ability to modulate 
cardiac output based on the patient's activity level represents a significant advancement in TAH 
technology, offering a more personalized and responsive approach to circulatory support [59]. 

Currently in the pre-clinical phase of development, the BiVACOR® TAH holds great promise 
in the field of mechanical circulatory support. Ongoing research and refinement of the device aim 
to optimize its performance, durability, and biocompatibility, with the ultimate goal of providing 
a durable and effective alternative to heart transplantation for individuals with severe heart failure. 

HybridHeart, a groundbreaking technology in the field of artificial hearts, aims to replicate the 
contraction of the heart's muscles using artificial muscle technology. Bas Overvelde, an expert in 
soft robotics at Eindhoven University of Technology, describes the artificial heart as a system of 
complex balloons. The device developed by the company features an internal chamber that holds 
blood, and when the balloons are inflated, the internal chamber contracts and pumps the blood, 
mimicking the natural pulsating flow of the heart [60]. The development of artificial muscle 
technology is crucial for the advancement of soft robotics, as it aims to replicate the versatility, 
performance, and reliability of biological muscles. Artificial muscles play a vital role in soft 
robots, mimicking the muscles found in biological systems and enabling a wide range of 
applications in robotics [61]. 

Artificial muscles powered soft robotic devices have the potential to mimic complex biological 
systems such as heart compression and twisting. These advancements in artificial muscle 
technology enable the creation of innovative devices like HybridHeart, which can replicate the 
intricate motions of biological tissues [62]. The integration of artificial muscle technology in soft 
robotics allows for the development of devices that can achieve complex motions, similar to those 
of human tissues. By utilizing artificial muscles, soft robots can perform functions that mimic the 
movements of biological systems, offering new possibilities in the field of robotics [63]. 

In conclusion, the development of artificial muscle technology is a key driver in the 
advancement of soft robotics and artificial heart technology. By replicating the capabilities of 
biological muscles, artificial muscles enable the creation of innovative devices like HybridHeart, 
which have the potential to revolutionize the field of mechanical circulatory support. 

5. Mechanical circulatory support (MCS) device selection 

The selection of MCS devices is based on factors such as pump size, biocompatibility, 
durability, effectiveness, and susceptibility to infection [64]. Guidelines from organizations like 
the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association are crucial in guiding 
the selection process for MCS devices in heart failure patients [65], [66]. 

The European Society of Cardiology offers valuable insights into advanced heart failure, 
stressing the significance of accurately defining advanced heart failure to determine suitable 
treatments like heart transplantation or long-term MCS devices [67], [68]. Long-term MCS is 
underscored as a pivotal treatment modality for individuals with severe heart failure [38]. The 
evolution of permanent implantable MCS systems has addressed critical aspects such as pump 
size, biocompatibility, durability, and susceptibility to infection [64], [68]. 
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The revised heart organ allocation policy by the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) 
has led to significant changes in the landscape of heart transplantation and mechanical circulatory 
support (MCS) devices. Following the implementation of the 2018 heart allocation policy change, 
there has been a noticeable increase in the use of temporary MCS devices as a bridge to 
transplantation for patients with cardiogenic shock [69]. This shift has made bridging with durable 
MCS devices more challenging, necessitating routine assessments of patients supported on 
temporary MCS devices for potential myocardial recovery before urgent transplantation [70]. 

The evolving trends in adult heart transplant following the 2018 heart allocation policy change 
have shown improvements in posttransplant survival rates, indicating a learning curve that 
transplant centers have experienced with refined patient selection under the new policy [71]. 
Furthermore, modifications to the current heart allocation policy may be necessary to facilitate the 
bridging of patients with durable left ventricular assist devices [72]. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become a valuable tool in cardiovascular medicine, particularly 
in predicting outcomes for patients undergoing durable mechanical circulatory support (MCS) and 
heart transplantation (HT) for end-stage heart failure [73]. The integration and analysis of complex 
clinical data using AI have shown promise in improving risk prediction and optimizing patient 
selection for these therapies [74], [75], [76], [77], [78]. By leveraging AI algorithms that learn 
iteratively from data, computers can uncover hidden insights without explicit programming, 
enabling the identification of key variables such as comorbidities, laboratory values, 
echocardiogram findings, and biomarkers that influence treatment outcomes [75], [76], [77]. 

Recent studies have highlighted the potential of AI in revolutionizing risk prediction and 
stratification, diagnostics, precision medicine, workflows, and efficiency in cardiology, 
emphasizing its role in enhancing resource allocation and reducing complications like mortality 
[74]. AI models can not only prognosticate perioperative risks but also assist in selecting the most 
suitable candidates for durable MCS or HT based on preoperative variables, thereby maximizing 
the benefits of these therapies [76], [77]. 

Moreover, the application of AI in cardiovascular medicine extends beyond risk prediction to 
encompass areas such as the development of AI-enabled models for early detection of conditions 
like left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and mortality prediction in young to middle-aged adults 
using electrocardiograms (ECGs) [79]. AI has also been instrumental in predicting patient age 
from ECGs, offering a potential biomarker for cardiovascular age that correlates with mortality 
and comorbidities [80]. 

While AI holds great promise in advancing cardiovascular medicine, it is essential to critically 
evaluate AI-based prediction models to ensure their reliability and effectiveness in clinical 
practice [78], [81]. The field of AI in medicine is rapidly evolving, with ongoing research focusing 
on enhancing the accuracy and interpretability of AI models for improved decision-making in 
disease management. 

6. Current limitations of MCS including TAH  

The management of patients with mechanical circulatory support (MCS) devices presents 
challenges, with one primary limitation being the increased risk of thromboembolic events. The 
presence of mechanical parts and artificial surfaces within MCS devices can lead to blood clot 
formation, potentially resulting in severe complications such as stroke or systemic embolism. 
While advancements in anticoagulant techniques have reduced these risks, preventing thrombosis 
remains a complex task. Balancing the need for anticoagulation to prevent clot formation and the 
risk of bleeding is crucial. Excessive bleeding can lead to hemodynamic instability and adverse 
outcomes, while inadequate anticoagulation can result in thromboembolic events [82], [83]. 

Addressing the challenges associated with anticoagulation in MCS patients requires a 
comprehensive approach that considers individual patient factors, device-specific considerations, 
and the delicate balance between preventing thrombosis and minimizing bleeding risks. 
Centralized anticoagulation management involving a collaborative effort between healthcare 
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providers and specialized services can help optimize anticoagulation strategies and improve 
patient outcomes [84]. 

Moreover, the development of personalized anticoagulation protocols tailored to the specific 
needs of MCS patients is essential to minimize the risks of thrombosis and bleeding complications. 
Complementary tests that assess coagulation status, platelet function, and heparin-effect can help 
individualize anticoagulation management and optimize outcomes for patients receiving 
mechanical circulatory support [85]. 

Another limitation is the size and compatibility of current mechanical circulatory support 
(MCS) devices pose significant challenges, limiting the number of eligible candidates and 
complicating the implantation process. The large diameters of today's Total Artificial Hearts 
(TAHs) may not be suitable for all patients due to anatomical constraints. The substantial size of 
these devices necessitates extensive mediastinal exploration and reoperations, leading to increased 
risks of bleeding and complications during implantation [86]. The size limitation of MCS devices, 
particularly TAHs, presents obstacles in achieving optimal patient outcomes. The large size of 
these devices may restrict their implantation in patients with smaller anatomies, posing challenges 
during surgical procedures. Additionally, the substantial dissection required for device installation 
can lead to increased risks of bleeding, mediastinal exploration, and the need for reoperations, 
further complicating the management of patients with severe heart failure [87]. 

The requirement for a constant power supply is a significant drawback for patients with 
mechanical circulatory support (MCS) devices, as it often involves external batteries or power 
sources. This necessity can pose logistical challenges for patients, limiting their mobility and 
potentially impacting their quality of life. However, advancements in technology offer hope for 
improved treatment processes. For instance, researchers from the Real Heart company are 
developing a new generation of artificial hearts that address the issue of power supply. The need 
for a constant power supply presents a significant challenge for patients with mechanical 
circulatory support (MCS) devices, often relying on external batteries or power sources. This 
requirement can create logistical hurdles for patients, limiting their mobility and potentially 
affecting their quality of life. Nevertheless, advancements in technology provide promise for 
improved treatment processes. For example, researchers at Real Heart company are working on a 
new generation of artificial hearts to tackle the power supply issue [88]. 

The development of artificial hearts addressing power supply concerns signifies a notable 
advancement in the field of mechanical circulatory support. By concentrating on innovative 
solutions to ensure continuous power availability for MCS devices, researchers strive to enhance 
patient mobility, quality of life, and overall treatment outcomes. These advancements have the 
potential to transform the management of patients with severe heart failure and enhance their 
overall well-being. 

The final limitations of these devices are their lifespan and durability. The constant use of these 
devices raises questions about their long-term endurance, especially considering the mechanical 
strains they endure when in use.  

7. Conclusions 

The landscape of heart failure management has undergone a profound transformation, largely 
driven by the increasing utilization of MCS devices. These devices serve as vital lifelines for 
patients facing end-stage CHF and cardiogenic shock, offering a spectrum of interventions ranging 
from bridge-to-transplant to destination therapy and temporary support. Studies have highlighted 
the lifesaving potential of MCS devices, demonstrating their effectiveness in improving outcomes 
for individuals with end-stage heart failure. 

The evolution of permanent implantable MCS systems has significantly enhanced the 
prognosis for individuals with severe heart failure, offering a pathway to transplantation or serving 
as long-term destination therapy. 

The quest for viable and functional mechanical replacements for failing hearts has been a 
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formidable challenge in modern medicine, driven by the scarcity of biological organs. The 
development of MCS represents a culmination of efforts to address this challenge. Blood 
compatibility emerges as a critical area in biomaterial science, although the quest for fully 
hemocompatible materials remains ongoing. Moreover, innovations in energy sources, such as 
transcutaneous energy, aim to overcome limitations associated with driveline-derived diseases. 

While heart transplantation remains the gold standard of care in the foreseeable future, 
researchers are actively exploring novel technologies to enhance graft preservation and expand 
the donor pool. Tissue engineering and cardiovascular regenerative medicine are at the forefront 
of efforts to develop alternative treatments for heart failure. Cell-based techniques and 
biomaterials capable of supporting cardiac regeneration show promise, with the ultimate goal of 
bioengineering a fully biocompatible, individualized replacement for the failing heart using 
decellularized native cardiac extracellular matrix and patient-derived cardiovascular cells. 
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